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Descent Into Tartarus
From fast–growing USA Today bestseller Linda Needham, a medieval historical
romance between a young maiden and the powerful knight who's taken over
guardianship of her castle – and of her.

Angel's Devil
The final book in the wickedly seductive new Scottish historical romance trilogy
from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch, Hit Me With Your Best
Scot! The MacTaggert brothers have one task: Find English brides or lose their
land! Coll MacTaggert, Viscount Glendarril, is a big, brawny Highlander who doesn’t
like being told what to do—not even by his exasperated English mother who is
determined to see her eldest son wedded and bedded. However, when he comes
to the rescue of an irresistibly beautiful woman, Coll discovers that he may have
found his perfect match The challenge isn’t that Persephone Jones is famous,
wealthy, independent, and smarter than anyone he knows.The problem is that she
isn't interested in marrying any man—especially not a hot-headed Scot—even if he
is the only man who seems to understand who she really is even when she’s not
sure herself. When Coll learns that Persephone is actually a lady-in-hiding and
someone is willing to kill her for what she stands to inheritWell, Coll has never
been one to turn down a fight. When hearts are involved, nothing comes between
a Highlander and his lady.

The Legend of Nimway Hall
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens concludes the tales of
the Cavanaugh siblings with the riveting story of the youngest brother and his
search for a family of his own. The scion of a noble house brought low by a storm
and the lady who nurses him back to health strive to unravel a web of deception
that threatens her family and forces them to fight for what they hold most
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dear—family, each other, and love. Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh has no thoughts of
marrying as he drives into North Yorkshire on a plum commission for the National
Gallery to authenticate a Renaissance painting the gallery wishes to purchase.
Then a snow storm sweeps in, and Godfrey barely manages to haul himself, his
groom, and his horses to their destination. Elinor Hinckley, eldest daughter of
Hinckley Hall, stalwart defender of the family, right arm to her invalid father, and
established spinster knows full well how much her family has riding on the sale of
the painting and throws herself into nursing the initially delirious gentleman who
holds her family’s future in his hands. But Godfrey proves to be a far from easy
patient. Through Ellie’s and her siblings’ efforts to keep him entertained and abed,
Godfrey grows to know the family, appreciating and, ultimately, being drawn into
family life of a sort he’s never known. Eventually, to everyone’s relief, he recovers
sufficiently to assess the painting—only to discover that nothing, but nothing, is as
it seems. Someone has plans, someone other than the Hinckleys, but who is pulling
the strings is a mystery that Godfrey and Ellie find near-impossible to solve. Every
suspect proves to have perfectly understandable, albeit hidden reasons for their
behavior, and Godfrey and Ellie remain baffled. Until the villain, panicked by their
inquiries, strikes—directly at them—and forces them both to acknowledge what
has grown to be the most important thing in their lives. Both are natural defenders
of the weak and neither will give up. Together they battle to save not just
themselves, not just her family, but their futures. Hers, his, and theirs. A classical
historical romance set in North Yorkshire. Fourth and final novel in The
Cavanaughs—a full-length historical romance of 90,000 words.

Yesterday and Forever
The second in the seductive new Scottish historical romance Wild Wicked
Highlanders series from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch! In Scot
Under the Covers, a resourceful English lady and a hot-blooded Highlander join
forces to trick a scoundrel, and every rule will be broken! Miranda Harris is known
for her charm, wit, and ability to solve any problem she encounters. But when her
brother lands neck-deep in gambling debt to a crafty villain and Miranda is
subsequently blackmailed into marrying him, she must enlist the help of the devil
himself to save the family honor—and herself. “It’s time to fall in love with Suzanne
Enoch.” — Lisa Kleypas Devilishly handsome Highlander Aden MacTaggert knows
next to nothing about the ways of the ton, but he most certainly knows his way
around gaming halls and womens’ hearts. Still, Aden is not sure how he’ll manage
to find a Sassenach bride in time to save his family’s inheritance. When his almost
sister-in-law Miranda comes to him for assistance, he proposes a partnership: She
will help him navigate London society and he’ll teach her everything about
wageringand winning back her freedom. The beautiful, clever lass intrigues
Aden—but is she playing her own game, or are the sparks between them real? He
is accustomed to risking his pocket. But betting on Miranda’s love is a game he
can’t afford to lose. . .

Her Secret Guardian
Before there was a Lady Travelers Society, there was just one lady traveler… Some
marry for love. Some marry for money. But Violet Hagen’s quick wedding to
irresponsible James Branham, heir to the Earl of Ellsworth, was to avoid scandal.
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Though her heart was broken when she learned James never wanted marriage or
her, Violet found consolation in traveling the world, at his expense—finding
adventure and enjoying an unconventional, independent life. And strenuously
avoiding her husband. But when James inherits the earldom it comes with a
catch—Violet. To receive his legacy he and Violet must live together as husband
and wife, convincing society that they are reconciled. It’s a preposterous notion,
complicated by the fact that Violet is no longer the quiet, meek woman he married.
But then he’s not the same man either. Chasing Violet across Europe to earn her
trust and prove his worth, James realizes with each passing day that a marriage
begun in haste may be enjoyed at leisure. And that nothing may be as
scandalous—or as perfect—as falling hopelessly in love. Especially with your wife.

Lady Whistledown Strikes Back
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Suzanne Enoch, a new
romantic crime thriller featuring fan-favorites Samantha Jellicoe and Rick Addison A
simple pre-wedding getaway for a “reformed” cat burglar and her wealthy British
fiancé – what could go wrong? Except for his contentious family, a crumbling
Scottish castle, a legendary treasure, and a possible haunting, that is. Samantha
Jellicoe, jewel thief extraordinaire, is still adjusting to being engaged to Richard
Addison, billionaire entrepreneur and very hot British lord. Complicating that is the
entire press corps hounding her for an interview – bad news for a mostly retired cat
burglar intent on keeping her private life private. She is ecstatic when Rick
suggests they escape to his castle in Scotland; she’s less so when the old pile turns
out to be dilapidated, full of Rick’s resentful relatives, and (possibly) haunted.
While he navigates the consequences of ignoring his family for the past fifteen
years, Sam uncovers a legend of buried treasure – and realizes she isn’t the only
one searching for the famous highwayman’s loot. While Sam is an expert at
blending into the very different worlds of patrons and thieves, meeting people
important to Rick is way more complicated. Combined with iffy phones, unreliable
lights and power, a clandestine treasure hunt, a wannabe reality-star girlfriend,
and a rumored “restless spirit,” this vacation in the Scottish Highlands might be
more than a self-respecting former thief can handle. "Fricking vivid as hell, to be
honest, and I loved every page of this rollicking ride.”—New York Times bestselling
author, Karen Hawkins “Each and every Enoch romance is a sparkling gem
brimming over with marvelous characters, depth of emotion, intense sensuality
and a plot that twists and turns, leaving readers breathless and deliciously
satisfied.”—Romantic Times, 4 1⁄2 Stars!=brbr“With their indelible chemistry, their
witty repartee, and their adventures sleuthing in the glamorous world of Palm
Beach glitterati, Samantha and Rick are reminiscent of The Thin Man’s Nick and
Nora.”—istarred Booklist/ibrbr“. . . grin-on-your-face, hair-streaming-in the-wind
joyride of a novel . . .”—istarred Publisher’s Weekly on FLIRTING WITH
DANGER/ibrbr“Passion and emotion still run hot with the undeniably dynamic duo
of Rick and Sam. Kick back as the superbly talented Enoch stirs the pot yet again
for this mismatched pair . . . loads more hijinks and action!”—iRomantic Times, 4
1⁄2 Stars on A TOUCH OF MINX

The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1818 - Isabel
Jacqueline Tregarth, lady and guardian of Nimway Hall, is devoted to protecting her
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people, the Hall, the estate's wood, and its farms. She yearns for a husband to help
her meet the challenges, but all those seeking her hand are interested only in
controlling her lands. With the estate's stream running dry and summer looming,
she sets men digging to reopen an old spring. Her workers discover a dirtencrusted ornament buried at the spot ; once removed, water flows and fills the
lake - and Jacqueline realizes the ornament is an ancient orb. Meanwhile, Lord
Richard Devries, overly-eligible darling of the ton, fights free of kidnapper seeking
to force him to offer for some lady's hand. But on escaping into the countryside, he
gets lost in Balesboro Wood and stumbles on a covert scheme to divert a stream.
Later, he finds his way to Nimway Hall, where the household is celebrating a spring
running again -- back cover.

Lady Osbaldestone And The Missing Christmas Carols
#1 NYT-bestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you a tale of unexpected
romance that blossoms against the backdrop of dastardly murder. On discovering
the lifeless body of an innocent ingénue, a peer attending a country house party
joins forces with the lady-amazon sent to fetch the victim safely home in a race to
expose the murderer before Stokes, assisted by Barnaby and Penelope, is forced to
allow the guests, murderer included, to decamp. Well-born rakehell and head of an
ancient family, Alaric, Lord Carradale, has finally acknowledged reality and is
preparing to find a bride. But loyalty to his childhood friend, Percy Mandeville,
necessitates attending Percy’s annual house party, held at neighboring Mandeville
Hall. Yet despite deploying his legendary languid charm, by the second evening of
the week-long event, Alaric is bored and restless. Escaping from the soirée and the
Hall, Alaric decides that as soon as he’s free, he’ll hie to London and find the mildmannered, biddable lady he believes will ensure a peaceful life. But the following
morning, on walking through the Mandeville Hall shrubbery on his way to join the
other guests, he comes upon the corpse of a young lady-guest. Constance
Whittaker accepts that no gentleman will ever offer for her—she’s too old, too tall,
too buxom, too headstrong…too much in myriad ways. Now acting as her
grandfather’s agent, she arrives at Mandeville Hall to extricate her young cousin,
Glynis, who unwisely accepted an invitation to the reputedly licentious house
party. But Glynis cannot be found. A search is instituted. Venturing into the
shrubbery, Constance discovers an outrageously handsome aristocrat crouched
beside Glynis’s lifeless form. Unsurprisingly, Constance leaps to the obvious
conclusion. Luckily, once the gentleman explains that he’d only just arrived,
commonsense reasserts itself. More, as matters unfold and she and Carradale have
to battle to get Glynis’s death properly investigated, Constance discovers Alaric to
be a worthy ally. Yet even after Inspector Stokes of Scotland Yard arrives and takes
charge of the case, along with his consultants, the Honorable Barnaby Adair and
his wife, Penelope, the murderer’s identity remains shrouded in mystery, and
learning why Glynis was killed—all in the few days before the house party’s guests
will insist on leaving—tests the resolve of all concerned. Flung into each other’s
company, fiercely independent though Constance is, unsusceptible though Alaric
is, neither can deny the connection that grows between them. Then Constance
vanishes. Can Alaric unearth the one fact that will point to the murderer before the
villain rips from the world the lady Alaric now craves for his own? A historical novel
of 75,000 words interweaving romance, mystery, and murder. Praise for the works
of Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie Laurens’ heroines are marvelous tributes to
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Georgette Heyer: feisty and strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie Laurens never fails to
entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots, snappy dialogue, and
unforgettable characters.” Historical Romance Reviews “Stephanie Laurens plays
into readers’ fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again.”
Romantic Times Magazine Praise for The Murder at Mandeville Hall “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to delight with her tales of romance, mystery, and adventure
set against the elegant, glittering backdrop of British high society.” Irene S.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing “A shared passion for justice turns into a shared
passion for much, much more in this clever whodunit from Stephanie Laurens.”
Angela M., Line Editor, Red Adept Editing “(The investigators) must sort through
layers of intrigue and family pride to find the killer. At posh and proper Mandeville
Hall, even murderers mind their manners." Kim H., Proofreader, Red Adept Editing

The Designs of Lord Randolph Cavanaugh
#1 New York Times Bestselling author Victoria Alexander takes us back to Nimway
Hall, where magic is as old as time and love is where you least expect it. . . She's
given up on love and magic. He's going to change her mind. Alexandra Hayden,
the current Guardian of Nimway Hall, is having a very bad day. Well, a very bad
year. Or two. Her third fiancé swindled her out of Nimway's reserve funds, she's
spent her dowry to help her tenants, and everything on the estate is in need of
repair. Even Nimway Hall itself is starting to look a bit shabby. Worse, legendary
Nimway magic seems to have vanished. All her fault of course: She simply isn't the
guardian she should be. Robert Curtis is one of America's wealthiest young
captains of industry. Now he finds he's inherited a title and an estate. But
Brynmore Manor is long-abandoned and barely standing. It's not at all what Robert
hoped to use for business and family holidays and not remotely what he wanted.
What's a rich American viscount to do? Buy the estate next door, of courseNimway. The last thing Alex needs is an arrogant American neighbor. What she
needs is money-and fast. To further his acceptance in London society and his
business interests, Robert could use a well-connected wife. A marriage of
convenience will benefit them both. But marriage is not at all the practical,
sensible arrangement they expected. With their annoying attraction and strangely
vivid dreams of each other, this marriage is anything but convenient. And with
every passing day, and every sleepless night, the terms they agreed to are less
and less important. Still, it's going to take a push from Nimway magic to make
them finally realize that love is the greatest enchantment of all.

The Bride Bed
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you the opening
story in a series of romances touched by magic as old as time. A gentleman fleeing
the bonds of loveless marriage and a lady in desperate need of a champion join
forces to defend an ancient legacy. Jacqueline Tregarth, lady and guardian of
Nimway Hall, is devoted to protecting her people, the Hall, the estate's wood, and
its farms. She yearns for a husband to help her meet the challenges, but all those
seeking her hand are interested only in controlling her lands. With the estate's
stream running dry and summer looming, she sets men digging to reopen an old
spring. Her workers discover a dirt-encrusted ornament buried at the spot; once
removed, water flows and fills the old lake-and Jacqueline realizes the ornament is
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some kind of ancient orb. Meanwhile, Lord Richard Devries, overly-eligible darling
of the ton, fights free of kidnappers seeking to force him to offer for some lady's
hand. But on escaping into the countryside, he gets lost in Balesboro Wood and
stumbles on a covert scheme to divert a stream. Later, he finds his way to Nimway
Hall, where the household is celebrating a spring running again. Richard is
welcomed and meets the fascinating Miss Tregarth. That his youthful hostess is
disinclined to bat her lashes at him piques his interest, yet after his recent
experiences, he feels safe in her company-for him, an unusual and comforting
experience. Indeed, everything about Nimway Hall is calming and soothing. Then
Richard makes the connection between what he saw in the wood and the Hall's
recent water shortage and leads Jacqueline and her men to the diversion in the
wood. Subsequently, he learns of the various men pursuing Jacqueline, and
recognizes the danger to her and to the Hall. Although self-protective instinct
presses him to travel on, his lamed horse has yet to recover, and despite all inner
warnings, Richard feels compelled to step into the role of a supportive protector.
Aided and abetted by the household, the estate community, Balesboro Wood, and
the ancient orb, propinquity works its magic, seducing Richard with a role into
which he and his talents fit perfectly, and tempting Jacqueline to hope that her
champion has finally found his way to her side. If the tales told of those snared by
Balesboro Wood and sent to the Hall are true, then Yet true love never runs
smoothly, and both Richard and Jacqueline must search within, embrace their
destinies, and find the courage to seize their heart's one true desire-all just in time
to foil a dastardly plan that would wreck all they and the Hall's people hold dear.
First in series. A historical novel of 73,000 words interweaving romance, mystery,
and magic. Praise for the works of Stephanie Laurens "Stephanie Laurens' heroines
are marvelous tributes to Georgette Heyer: feisty and strong." Cathy Kelly
"Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant
plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters." Historical Romance Reviews
"Stephanie Laurens plays into readers' fantasies like a master and claims their
hearts time and again." Romantic Times Magazine

The Murder at Mandeville Hall
A DAY FOR LOVE The Substitute Guest Claire Ward is invited at the last moment to
a Valentine’s house party when another guest withdraws. She soon feels very out
of place, however, when she realizes the party is intended to be something wild.
When each gentleman draws the name of the lady who will be his Valentine for the
next three days, the Duke of Langford, the worst rake of them all, finds himself
deliberately but quite inexplicably choosing the card of the lady he suspects is
prim and virtuous—and very unlike any other he has known. Golden Rose The
Master of Ceremonies in Bath has devised an intriguing plan for the annual
Valentine’s ball at the Assembly Rooms. Each gentleman is to send an anonymous
favor to the lady of his choice and she is to wear it or carry it to the ball to discover
the identity of her Valentine. But when Roger Bradshaw sends a golden rose to the
lady of his choice, his mischievous young cousin, entrusted with delivering it,
presents it to another young lady he considers more worthy. A Waltz Among the
Stars Viscount Brandon, determined to put behind him his grief over the death of
his young wife two years before, accepts an invitation to a Valentine’s house party,
where he plans to woo the young daughter of the house. However, he finds himself
drawn instead to her older sister, who nurses a deep grief of her own while also
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living apart from her family under the disgrace of a youthful indiscretion.

The Legend of Nimway Hall
With the arrival of the artist Marco di Rossi at Nimway Hall, an ancient house with
magic within its walls, Miss Charlotte Harrington begins to rethink her agreement
to her upcoming arranged marriage.

A Day for Love
The first in a wickedly seductive new Scottish historical romance series from New
York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch! “It’s time to fall in love with Suzanne
Enoch.” — Lisa Kleypas HAPPILY-EVER-AFTER London socialite Amelia-Rose Baxter
is nobody’s fool. Her parents may want her to catch a title, but she will never
change who she is for the promise of marriage. Her husband will be a man who can
appreciate her sharp mind as well as her body. A sophisticated man who loves life
in London. A man who considers her his equal—and won’t try to tame her wild
heart IN THE HIGHLANDS Rough, rugged Highlander Niall MacTaggert and his
brothers know the rules: the eldest must marry or lose the ancestral estate, period.
But Niall’s eldest brother just isn’t interested in the lady his mother selected. Is it
because Amelia-Rose is just too. . . Free-spirited? Yes. Brazen? Aye. Surely Niall
can find a way to soften up the whip-smart lass and make her the perfect match
for his brother for the sake of the family. JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT HOTTER. Instead
it’s Niall who tempts Amelia-Rose, despite her reservations about barbarian
Highlanders. Niall finds the lass nigh irresistible as well, but he won’t make the
mistake his father did in marrying an Englishwoman who doesn’t like the
Highlands. Does he have what it takes to win her heart? There is only one way to
find out

The Handbook to Handling His Lordship
From USA Today bestselling author Linda Needham, comes a "passionate, heartwrenching tale of honor and justice, loyalty and betrayal, love and forgiveness" set
in England during the politically turbulent and often dangerous 12th Century. An
Inconvenient Marriage; an Unexpected Love To honor a deathbed promise to her
foster father, Kailey Hewett must marry Simon Rutledge, Henry II's chief justiciar a darkly forbidding, mystery of a man. As she leaves her home and all she holds
dear, Kailey wonders how she can keep her pledge to give this stern man his
"heart's peace" - but she vows to create a new family, no matter what it takes.
Simon had intended this marriage as private penance for his still-secret role in the
long-ago conspiracy against her father that led to the man's execution for treason.
But her generous heart draws him into her ad hoc family of endearing misfits and
he quickly finds himself yearning for her forgiveness, yet barred by his own harsh
code of justice from accepting the love she offers so freely. Kailey's indomitable
spirit and her war against injustice exposes a corrupt merchant, a ransom plot and
a murderous Templar, finally teaching her stubbornly resistant husband that mercy
is as important as justice-and love and forgiveness can heal all.

The Scandal of the Season
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Lucinda Barrett's best friends ended up married to the men to whom they
delivered their 'lessons in love'. So Lucinda decides to choose someone who
definitely needs lessons, but someone who will not complicate her life. And that
person is definitely not Robert Carroway. Robert is nothing if not complicated, and
though he is the brother of a viscount, he rarely goes about society, and finds the
weather and hat fashions ludicrous subjects for discussion. Robert is attracted to
Lucinda's unpretentious ways, her serenity and her kindness. When she chooses
someone for her love lessons, Robert offers to help her deliver her lessons, but
sets out to convince the woman he has fallen for to take a chance on love and on
him.

Lady Osbaldestone's Plum Puddings
Scot Under the Covers
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens concludes the tales of
the Cavanaugh siblings with the riveting story of the youngest brother and his
search for a family of his own. The scion of a noble house brought low by a storm
and the lady who nurses him back to health strive to unravel a web of deception
that threatens her family and forces them to fight for what they hold most
dear—family, each other, and love. Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh has no thoughts of
marrying as he drives into North Yorkshire on a plum commission for the National
Gallery to authenticate a Renaissance painting the gallery wishes to purchase.
Then a snow storm sweeps in, and Godfrey barely manages to haul himself, his
groom, and his horses to their destination. Elinor Hinckley, eldest daughter of
Hinckley Hall, stalwart defender of the family, right arm to her invalid father, and
established spinster knows full well how much her family has riding on the sale of
the painting and throws herself into nursing the initially delirious gentleman who
holds her family’s future in his hands. But Godfrey proves to be a far from easy
patient. Through Ellie’s and her siblings’ efforts to keep him entertained and abed,
Godfrey grows to know the family, appreciating and, ultimately, being drawn into
family life of a sort he’s never known. Eventually, to everyone’s relief, he recovers
sufficiently to assess the painting—only to discover that nothing, but nothing, is as
it seems. Someone has plans, someone other than the Hinckleys, but who is pulling
the strings is a mystery that Godfrey and Ellie find near-impossible to solve. Every
suspect proves to have perfectly understandable, albeit hidden reasons for their
behavior, and Godfrey and Ellie remain baffled. Until the villain, panicked by their
inquiries, strikes—directly at them—and forces them both to acknowledge what
has grown to be the most important thing in their lives. Both are natural defenders
of the weak and neither will give up. Together they battle to save not just
themselves, not just her family, but their futures. Hers, his, and theirs. A classical
historical romance set in North Yorkshire. Fourth and final novel in The
Cavanaughs—a full-length historical romance of 90,000 words.

The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1794 - Charlotte
A Classic Regency Romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author, Suzanne Enoch Sent to London by her untrustworthy uncle, the beautiful
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and feisty Katherine Ralston arrives for the Season in utter despair. Not only is she
caught up in the mad whirl of ballgowns and galas, she must also make certain
that her disreputable uncle doesn’t sell her family estate in her absence. Katherine
Ralston, a country girl at heart, sees the Season in London as something she must
endure. Nicholas Varnon, known as the Black Duke for his rakish and irresistible
charms, sees the season as a chance to repair his rakish reputation. Yet, he seems
to be taking quite an interest in the spirited Katherine. Suspicious of trickery,
Katherine is determined to ignore the sinfully sexy charms ofthe Black Duke. Little
does she know, she may have just met her white knight in shining armor

The Lady's Command
Barbara can hardly believe her older sister is getting married. With all the
excitement of wedding plans going on, Barbara can't help dreaming of the day she
will be the bride. She can't wait to fall in love. But as the big day gets closer,
wedding planning often turns into family arguments. Even the bride and groom are
bickering over details, and Barbara's fun-loving sister is turning into a very
practical, grown-up person. Weddings are fun, but all this serious stuff is scary
enough to make Barbara think she's not going to be rushing into a serious romance
any time soon.

The Pleasure of Her Kiss
It's Christmas 1940 and Nimway Hall opens its ancient and enchanting heart to the
wedding of Josie and Gideon! Engaged to be married in the final, steamy love
scene in the THE LEGEND OF NIMWAY HALL: 1940-JOSIE, wartime intelligence
agents, Josie and Gideon, are in for a wild adventure as they negotiate the hidden
dangers of planning their Christmas Day Wedding in the midst of a war. With two
months until their nuptials, and an impressive guest list that includes their two
very large and very different families, dear and influential friends, peers and
prelates, stars of stage and screen, an admiral and more than one member of
Churchill's War Cabinet, Josie Stirling quickly discovers that adding the planning of
Somerset's wedding of the year to her already over-scheduled days - overseeing
Nimway's vast wartime estate, volunteering for the war effort, and managing her
secret intelligence work - may be the straw that finally forces her ask for help from
the people who love her, when she was so certain she could do it all herself. Lt.
Colonel Gideon Fletcher takes on the role of husband-to-be of the beautiful and
capable Guardian of Nimway Hall as fiercely as any military operation, and soon
finds himself in a secret war against an unexpected enemy to save the ancient
estate from certain destruction. The matchmaking Orb brought Josie and Gideon
together in the first JOSIE book of the Nimway series, now, the enchantment of
Nimway Hall itself, weaves together the magic of love and family and the joy of
Christmas into a tapestry of happily ever after.

A Scandal to Remember
Felicity Mayfield must marry arrogant, distant Hunter Claybourne in name only for
one brief year to avoid debtor's prison, but Hunter is shocked when she disrupts
his home, threatens his empire, and steals his heart. Original.
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It's Getting Scot in Here
The perfect wife should be beautiful, trusting, and absolutely agreeable—or so the
Earl of Wyldewood thought. But in New York Times bestselling author Victoria
Alexander's intriguing tale, he finds that marriage is about more than mere
appearances . . . When the Earl of Wyldewood meets Sabrina Winfield, he thinks
he's found the ideal match. Graceful and genteel, the elegant blonde will look
simply exquisite displayed on his arm. And a lady like Sabrina will undoubtedly
occupy her time with proper matters, leaving him free to pursue his own pleasures
. . . But beneath Sabrina's delicate beauty lies the most infuriatingly stubborn,
wildly adventurous woman the earl has ever met. She's nothing like the perfect
wife he had imagined. And before long, all he can think of is quieting her biting wit
(with his kisses), putting an end to her outlandish schemes (with his own carefully
planned seduction), and doing everything in his power to become the perfect
husband.

Sister of the Bride
THE HANDBOOK TO HANDLING HIS LORDSHIP SUZANNE ENOCH Emily Portsman
has a secret, and three years ago she decided the best way to keep it would be to
work at the Tantalus Club, a notorious gaming establishment for gentlemen. It's
not the sort of work a beautiful, well-bred governess would ever consider-unless
she's hiding from her past and a man who wants to destroy her present Nate
Stokes, Earl of Westfall, is a supremely accomplished former spy more at home on
London's seedy streets than in any glittery ballroom. His peers know him only as a
bookish fellow who can find anything-or anyone. When the Marquis of Ebberling
hires him to find a murderess, Nate's search leads him to the Tantalus Club and
Emily Portsman. In a game where no one is who they seem and when every
conversation is a deadly dance of trust and desire, the only thing Nate knows for
sure is that once he gets Emily in his arms, he will never let go

The Legend of Nimway Hall
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins writes a ravishing addition to an
exciting series of romances touched by magic as old as time. A properly raised
young lady rebels against the restrictions of both society and family when she
meets a dark, dangerous, and wildly passionate man as they both fight to resist
their forbidden love and the seductive pull of an ancient magic. Miss Charlotte
Harrington knows what’s expected of her. Properly raised and newly reminded of
her duties after the unexpected death of her far-more-perfect twin sister, Charlotte
is resigned to wedding the son of a near neighboring land owner and live a sedate
and proper, respectable life. But Charlotte’s high spirits will not be contained and
she yearns deeply for a life of adventure, excitement, and love. When wild and
untamed Marco di Rossi arrives at Nimway Hall, commissioned to carve a
masterpiece for the family home, he finds himself instantly drawn to the far-fromsubdued Charlotte. Despite the potential ruin to his own brilliant career, he cannot
resist her spirit and beauty, nor the call of the deep, wild magic that resides within
a mysterious and magical orb hidden deep in the walls of the ancient house of
Nimway A historical novel of 57,000 words interweaving romance, mystery, and
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magic. Praise for the works of Karen Hawkins “Sparkling, witty repartee and hearttugging emotionspure, unadulterated Hawkins.” RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 star TOP
PICK “Completely captivating, wonderfully written, and ripe with romance with a
legend so captivating you’ll believe every word!” Romance Junkies “Karen Hawkins
delivers warmth, humor, romance, and a touch of heartacheA great story to curl up
with on cold winter’s eve.” Joyfully Reviewed

The Black Duke's Prize
Discover THE ADVENTURERS QUARTET, a riveting blend of Regency-era high seas
adventure, intrigue and romance, only from #1 New York Times bestselling author
STEPHANIE LAURENS. His to cherish Declan Frobisher chose Lady Edwina Delbraith
as his wife. Scion of a bold, seafaring dynasty, he’s accustomed to getting his
way— Edwina would be the woman who graced his arm, warmed his bed and
remained safely at home when he returned to sea. But once the knot is tied,
Declan discovers Edwina is unconventional and strong-willed, and his marriage
promises to be as tempestuous as the high seas. Hers to command Edwina’s fairyprincess beauty hides a spine of steel. Born into the aristocracy—born to rule—and
with Declan’s ring gracing her finger, she expects to forge a marriage by his side.
Then bare weeks into their honeymoon, Declan is recruited to sail on a secret
mission. Edwina— naturally—declares she must accompany him. Theirs to conquer
Facing unforeseen perils and unexpected enemies while battling to expose a
dastardly scheme, Declan and Edwina discover that their unusual marriage
demands something they both possess—bold and adventurous hearts. JOIN THE
ADVENTURERS—four couples whose passionate voyages will transport you. Start
the journey here and follow the adventures, the mysteries and the romances to the
cataclysmic end! Originally published in 2015

England's Perfect Hero
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens returns with a new series
that captures the simmering desires and intrigues of early Victorians as only she
can. Ryder Cavanaugh’s stepsiblings are determined to make their own marks in
London society. Seeking fortune and passion, THE CAVANAUGHS will delight
readers with their bold exploits. An independent nobleman Lord Randolph
Cavanaugh is loyal and devoted—but only to family. To the rest of the world, he’s
aloof and untouchable, a respected and driven entrepreneur. But Rand yearns for
more in life, and when he travels to Buckinghamshire to review a recent
investment, he discovers a passionate woman who will challenge his rigid selfcontrol… A determined lady Felicia Throgmorton intends to keep her family afloat.
For decades, her father was consumed by his inventions and now, months after his
death, with their finances in ruins, her brother insists on continuing their father’s
tinkering. Felicia is desperate to hold together what’s left of the estate. Then she
discovers she must help persuade their latest investor that her father’s follies are a
risk worth taking… Together—the perfect team Rand arrives at Throgmorton Hall
to discover the invention on which he’s staked his reputation has exploded, the
inventor is not who he expected and a fiercely intelligent woman now holds the
key to his future success. But unflinching courage in the face of dismaying hurdles
is a trait they share, and Rand and Felicia are forced to act together against
ruthless foes to protect everything they hold dear.
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Barefoot in the Dark
Hit Me With Your Best Scot
The exciting next book in the Furies Saga Megaera is pregnant and is imprisoned
by Sorath. Dan must now go into the Underworld to rescue the mother of his
unborn child. "You have fathered a demi-god with Megaera. Only one who carries
the blood of the gods can father a child with a goddess," Gaia said. "Some father I
am, I let her get kidnapped," Dan said. "And you will follow in the footsteps of
Herakles and go into the Underworld and return with Megaera," Gaia pointed out.
Even with Megaera, the Furies are up against the greatest evil ever unleashed
upon the world, and Armageddon. Sorath commands an army of demons, his field
commander is Rommel, and he has flame-breathing dragons as his demonic
airforce. Can Dan evade capture by the dragons and make it into Tartarus? Can
Dan get Megaera out? Can the Furies defeat Sorath's desire to conquer the world?
What will become of Megaera's baby? Keywords: temple, saga, supernatural,
chronicles, Mythology, Greek, gods, heroes, monsters, demons, dragon, furies,
deities, goddess, pantheon, saga, temple, trilogy, quest, fury, god, dangerous,
fates, serial, killer, demon dragons, nazi, Germany, magic, forgotten, reverse, hall,
nimway, legend, fallen, among, paranormal, mystery, crazy, kindle, Valkyrie, dark

The Confounding Case of the Carisbrook Emeralds
New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch spins a Regency-era tale at
Nimway Hall, in a book series centered on an estate where love and magic entwine
to bring romance to all who dwell there. A passionate, determined young lady
trying to prove herself worthy of a magic-touched legacy, and a steadfast
gentleman looking for his own place in the world join forces to restore an
abandoned estate to its former glory. The moment Isabel de Rossi turns eighteen,
she takes charge of Nimway Hall, which has stood empty for the past ten years.
Well-aware that all her female forebears found true love at Nimway, she can’t wait
to discover her own destined match. Instead she’s faced with Adam Driscoll, the
infuriatingly practical estate manager whose presence is a constant reminder that
her own grandmother thinks she has no idea what she’s doing. Adam thought the
recent offer of a position at Nimway Hall a godsend. After spending six years
managing his elderly uncle’s estate he is facing either a dreary career in the army
or the church. At Nimway his feet are on the ground, his hands in the earth, his
mind on practical matters. The last complication he needs is a foreign-raised
heiress intent on finding a magical orb; but Adam can’t help noticing that his
strangely derailed repairs are suddenly on track, and that the clever, amusing
mistress of the Hall is genuinely interested improving her estate and the lives of
her tenants. And he is beginning to find it hard to resist his simmering attraction
Isabel though wonders if she isn’t worthy of becoming the property’s guardian. The
famous orb – the artifact reputedly responsible for every love match made at
Nimway Hall is nowhere to be founduntil dreamy Lord Alton arrives and starts to
pursue Isabel. The pesky orb suddenly appears, though it seems to have a
preference for the strong and loyal Adam. For an unsophisticated young lady, the
choice between a charming viscount and an interfering employee should be a
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simple one, but magic is a stubborn thing – and the heart is even more headstrong.
“Each and every Enoch romance is a sparkling gem brimming over with marvelous
characters, depth of emotion, intense sensuality and a plot that twists and turns,
leaving readers breathless and deliciously satisfied.”—Romantic Times, 4 1⁄2 Stars!

The Perfect Wife
The Obsessions of Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh
Never a gentleman . . . until now. Lord Bramwell Johns, the second son of a duke, is
an unrepentant scoundrel. Now that his two closest friends are disgustingly
ensconced in domestic bliss, Bram is feeling strangely restless. And not even
relieving London's least deserving artistocrats of their ill-gotten jewels is
enough—until the night he overhears an argument. It seems that Lady Rosamund
Davies is about to be forced into marriage with a rogue even worse than himself.
Rose is well aware of Bram's scandalous reputation, so any reason for his sudden
interest in her is suspect; more so since he's close friends with the man about to
ruin her family! She has her own plan though, and Bram may be just what she
requires—as long as she remembers that he is only looking out for himself. As long
as she remembers that his kisses and caresses don't mean anything. As long as
she can keep from wondering whether she can trust a scoundrel . . . with her heart.

Lady Osbaldestone's Christmas Goose
A Classic Regency Romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author, Suzanne Enoch The lovely Angelique Graham knows her strengths - and
patience is not one of them. So, instead of waiting nine months to wed her beloved
Simon, as per her overprotective parents' edict, Angelique decides to use Simon's
cousin, the dashing Lord Faring - rake of all rakes - just back from war, to throw her
parents into a panic. After all, what parent in their right mind would want their
daughter to be courted by the notorious Lord Faring? Though Angelique has
plotted and planned every moveit seems love has a different plan. When the game
playing gets seriouswill Angelique be able to resist the charms of Lord Faring? And
once she discovers the man underneath the legend, will she even want to? Fans of
the traditional Regency will delight in this classic!

Hero in the Highlands
A handsome spy falls for the princess he was sent to protect in this second book of
the Gentleman Rogues trilogy by a USA Today bestselling author. Andrew
Battencourt, Earl of Shefford, is looking forward to spending some quiet time in the
country after a gruelling year–long mission for the Home Office. But before Drew
can begin his holiday, he is sent to secretly investigate a break–in, and meets the
beautiful Princess Caroline. Caro is in London to find a suitable husband to ensure
she will not be the last of her royal line. The last thing she needs is a tempting man
underfoot, asking questions and watching her with an intensity that sets her
senses on fire. But as strange incidents escalate into violent episodes, Caro knows
she'll need Drew's protectionand much, much more.
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The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1794 - Charlotte
The dashing rogue is finally coming home to claim the exquisite stranger who is
living there, a willful beauty he barely knows . . . his bride.

The Obsessions of Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh
WILD AT HEART Scotland, 1812: He’s ferocious and rugged to the bone, an English
soldier more at home on the battlefield than in any Society drawing room. And
when Major Gabriel Forrester learns that he’s inherited the massive Scottish
Highlands title and estate of a distant relation, the last thing he wants to do is give
up the intensity of the battlefield for the too-soft indulgences of noble life. But
Gabriel Forrester does not shirk his responsibilities, and when he meets striking,
raven-eyed lass Fiona Blackstock, his new circumstances abruptly become more
intriguing. Like any good Highlander, Fiona despises the English—and the new
Duke of Lattimer is no exception. Firstly, he is far too attractive for Fiona’s peace of
mind. Secondly, his right to “her” castle is a travesty, since it’s been clan Maxwell
property for ages. As the two enter a heated battle of wills, an unexpected passion
blazes into a love as fierce as the Highlands themselves. Is Fiona strong enough to
resist her enemy’s advances—or is Gabriel actually her hero in disguise? “It’s time
to fall in love with Suzanne Enoch.” —Lisa Kleypas

The Lady Travelers Guide to Happily Ever After
Always a Scoundrel
#1 New York Timesbestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you the delights of
a long-ago country-village Christmas, featuring a grandmother, her grandchildren,
an artifact hunter, the lady who catches his eye, and three ancient coins that draw
them all together in a Christmas treasure hunt. Therese, Lady Osbaldestone, and
her household again welcome her younger daughter’s children, Jamie, George, and
Lottie, plus their cousins Melissa and Mandy, all of whom have insisted on spending
the three weeks prior to Christmas at Therese’s house, Hartington Manor, in the
village of Little Moseley. The children are looking forward to the village’s traditional
events, and this year, Therese has arranged a new distraction—the plum puddings
she and her staff are making for the entire village. But while cleaning the coins
donated as the puddings’ good-luck tokens, the children discover that three aren’t
coins of the realm. When consulted, Reverend Colebatch summons a friend, an
archeological scholar from Oxford, who confirms the coins are Roman, raising the
possibility of a Roman treasure buried somewhere near. Unfortunately, Professor
Webster is facing a deadline and cannot assist in the search, but along with his
niece Honor, he will stay in the village, writing, remaining available for consultation
should the children and their helpers uncover more treasure. It soon becomes clear
that discovering the source of the coins—or even which villager donated
them—isn’t a straightforward matter. Then the children come across a personable
gentleman who knows a great deal about Roman antiquities. He introduces himself
as Callum Harris, and they agree to allow him to help, and he gets their search
back on track. But while the manor five, assisted by the gentlemen from Fulsom
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Hall, scour the village for who had the coins and search the countryside for signs of
excavation and Harris combs through the village’s country-house libraries,
amassing evidence of a Roman compound somewhere near, the site from which
the coins actually came remains a frustrating mystery. Then Therese recognizes
Harris, who is more than he’s pretending to be. She also notes the romance
burgeoning between Harris and Honor Webster, and given the girl doesn’t know
Harris’s full name, let alone his fraught relationship with her uncle, Therese steps
in. But while she can engineer a successful resolution to one romance-of-theseason, as well as a reconciliation long overdue, another romance that strikes
much closer to home is beyond her ability to manipulate. Meanwhile, the search for
the source of the coins goes on, but time is running out. Will Therese’s
grandchildren and their Fulsom Hall helpers locate the Roman merchant’s villa
Harris is sure lies near before they all must leave the village for Christmas with
their families? Third in series. A novel of 70,000 words. A Christmas tale of
antiquities, reconciliation, romance, and requited love.

The Legend of Nimway Hall
Who Stole Lady Neeley's Bracelet? Was it the fortune hunter, the gambler, the
servant, or the rogue? All of London is abuzz with speculation, but it is clear that
one of four couples is connected to the crime. Lady Whistledown's Society Papers,
May 1816 Julia Quinn enchants: A dashing fortune hunter is captivated by the
Season's most desired debutante . . . and must prove he is out to steal the lady's
heart, not her dowry. Suzanne Enoch tantalizes: An innocent miss who has spent
her life scrupulously avoiding scandal is suddenly—and secretly—courted by
London's most notorious rogue. Karen Hawkins seduces: A roving viscount comes
home to rekindle the passionate fires of his marriage . . . only to discover that his
beautiful, headstrong bride will not be so easily won. Mia Ryan delights: A lovely,
free-spirited servant is dazzled by the romantic attentions of a charming earl . . .
sparking a scandalous affair that could ruin them both. You'll hear it first from Lady
Whistledown

An Irresistible Alliance
Her name is ruined, But her heart is untouched! Having saved Cassandra Furnival
from scandal once before, it shouldn’t have surprised Colonel Nathaniel Fairfax
that she was now attempting to lay siege to the ton’s eligible bachelors!
Determined to thwart her plans, he’s as astounded by her defiance as by her
beauty. But nothing shocks the jaded soldier more than discovering her innocence.
Restoring her reputation is set to bring about the scandal of the season!

Ever His Bride
From #1 New York Times bestselling author, Victoria Alexander, her first novel, the
classic time-traveling romance is back An innocent trip to London leads to a
voyage through timewill it lead to a ‘forever after’ love? Find out in a charming,
emotional, passionate novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author, Victoria
Alexander. Searching for her life’s direction, artist Maggie Masterson takes a trip to
England, where a seemingly ordinary carriage ride on a foggy night leads to an
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extraordinary destination—Regency London of Jane Austen, in all its splendor!
Aristocratic Adam Coleridge is too busy trying to find a husband for his rebellious
sister to spend time on his own love lifeuntil Fate drops a dazed Maggie at his feet;
and he discovers the woman who at first seems a nightmare may just be the
woman of his dreams. But can they battle time itself to spend forever, together?!
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